Works of Mercy Reflection
Please return to your catechist or the Religious Education Office

Works of Mercy Reflection
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The Corporal/Spiritual Work of Mercy I performed was:

The Corporal/Spiritual Work of Mercy I performed was:

_____________________________________________________
(fill in and circle either Corporal or Spiritual)

_____________________________________________________
(fill in and circle either Corporal or Spiritual)

The work I did was needed because:

The work I did was needed because:

“And the king will say to them in reply, ‘Amen, I say to you, whatever you did for one of these least
brothers of mine, you did for me’.” (Matthew 25:40)
While doing this work, I was able to see Christ in:
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While doing this work, I realized this about myself:

While doing this work, I realized this about myself:

The gifts and talents that I possess were utilized in this way:

The gifts and talents that I possess were utilized in this way:

Did you enjoy this type of work?

Did you enjoy this type of work?

Yes

No

What Corporal or Spiritual Work of Mercy would you like the opportunity to do next?

Yes

No

What Corporal or Spiritual Work of Mercy would you like the opportunity to do next?

_____________________________________(Printed name)

_____________________________________(Printed name)

____________________________ (signature)

____________________________ (signature)

_________ (date)

“Christ has no body but yours, no hands, no feet on earth but yours.” St. Teresa of Avila

_________ (date)

“Christ has no body but yours, no hands, no feet on earth but yours.” St. Teresa of Avila

Corporal Works of Mercy
Feed the hungry
Give drink to the thirsty
Shelter the homeless
Clothe the naked
Care for the sick
Help the imprisoned
Bury the Dead

Spiritual Works of Mercy
Share knowledge
Give advice to those who need it
Comfort those who suffer
Be patient with others
Forgive those who hurt you
Give correction to those who need it
Pray for the living and the dead
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